
Providing a sense of security and calmness
Increasing concentration and focus
Developing the senses of sight, touch and hearing
Providing mental and physical relaxation
Decreasing aggressive behaviors
Teaching cause and effect
Promoting cognitive development
Encouraging vocalization and communication
Promoting social interactions
Heightening awareness of the environment
Improving coordination and gross motor skills

The purpose of our MSC is to be a supportive space in the community where
individuals with varying special needs can engage their senses. Benefits include:
   

The Purpose

Ability Tree First Coast believes it's important to promote inclusion in the
community, and our Mobile SensAbility Center (MSC) is the catalyst to make
this happen. Many special needs families want to be out in the community
enjoying events and activities just like any other family. However, for
someone with special needs, that stimulus can be overwhelming. Our MSC
is a 20-foot trailer converted into an ocean-themed sensory room.

Mobile SensAbility Center
contact: (904) 494-8583 | info@abilitytreefc.org

Single Use Rental Pricing
Non-Profit Rate: $100 per hour* (2 hour minimum)
Standard Rate: $175 per hour (2 hour minimum)
3 Hour Discounted Package: $475
5 Hour Discounted Package: $750
  

If you live outside zip codes 32086, 32080, 32084, 32033, 32095, or 32092, there will be a
mileage fee to cover cost of transporting the MSC to your location. However, there will be no
charge for the first 10 miles. There's a sliding scale for non-profits.
 

*There are partial scholarships available for qualifying nonprofits. Contact us to discuss.

Ability Tree First Coast is a nonprofit agency dedicated to helping families impacted by disabilities find R.E.S.T. thru Recreation, Education, Support, &
Training. Our vision is to create inclusive and supportive communities where individuals and families affected by disability can enjoy healthy relationships
in their neighborhoods, schools, workplaces, and churches.

Bundle Package Rentals
If you would like to utilize the MSC multiple times throughout the year, contact
us about bundle packages at a reduced rate. If you are a school or an organization
that has multiple sites, bundle packages would be a great option to consider.

Contact us if you would like to become a sponsor of the Mobile SensAbility
Center. Sponsor benefits include the use of the MSC, logo placement, & more.


